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Ваш надежный помощник

 

Lead iOS Developer
 

Львов,  
 

Компания: Corinne
Рубрики:
 

IT, WEB
специалисты

Пожелания к сотруднику
 

Образование: среднее
Опыт работы: от пяти лет

График работы: полный рабочий
день

Описание вакансии
 

Corinne is currently seeking a very highly motivated and target driven Senior iOS Software Engineer

A growing development team seeks a Senior/Lead iOS Developer to help build the next phase of enterprise applications. You will be
responsible for leading a team of developers in all aspects of Mobile Application development including but not limited to Application
Architecture, Interface Development, API Design and Development Oversight.

An experienced and well-versed Mobile Application developer is required to steer the development of our products. If you are a
Developer who feels underutilized and not challenged, then this could be the right opportunity for you!

Responsibilities

Contribute to the creative process by participating in concept and ideation sessions

Develop rapid prototypes to lead customers in defining a mobile creative strategy

Use test-driven development methods to ensure ongoing quality of all code developed

Maintain UI consistency throughout different components of the application

Improve legacy UI code and contribute to UI pattern library

Work with cross-department teams to assure consistent UX across all assets

Write advanced, readable, re-useable code

Assist in the development and implementation of coding standards

Optimize code (written by you and others) for application performance

Requirements

Very experienced with the two most current versions of the iOS SDK

Complete understanding of standard iOS interface components such as table views, navigation controllers, various button and
control types, etc., as well as creating custom interface elements

Experience working with Core graphics and Core animations

Complete understanding of Cocoa programming methodologies and memory management

Experience with Web Services and JSON and XML-formatted return data

An understanding of block and multi-threaded-based programming concepts

https://jobs.ua/rus/vacancy/it_web_specialists


Experience with source control systems such as Git, SVN, etc.

Familiarity with Apple's enterprise developer accounts and ad-hoc distribution on standard developer accounts

5+ years of experience in software development with at least 3+ years of mobile iOS development

Strong mobile UX design, coding and support/maintenance
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